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For hundreds of millions of years, the biogeography of many marine species has been shaped by geological events at various times throughout Earth's history (Palumbi, 1996). The allopatric barriers that have emerged as a result of these long processes have contributed to the stunning diversity that exists in the world's oceans. Since the early works of John Avise and his proposal of using genes to assess biogeographical patterns of species i.e., "phylogeography" (Avise, 2008), marine ecologists have become heavily reliant on genetic data to investigate species dispersal on both global and regional scales. This involves the development of complex statistical models to measure everything from population structure and migration rates to divergence times. One reason for this popularity is due to the difficulty in tracking individual organisms in vast ocean basins, especially species that produce thousands to millions of offspring per female, which are then carried off by ocean currents (Levin, 2006 and references therein). Phylogeography has also been used in important applications such as the designing of marine protected areas (MPAs) (Von der Heyden et al., 2014), genetic assessment of fish stocks (Carvalho and Hauser, 1994), and tracking the spread of invasive species (Rius et al., 2015). Despite its popularity, phylogeographic assessments remain an indirect method of determining biogeographic patterns. It is limited because the statistical algorithms used, regardless of how complex they are, cannot completely incorporate the dynamic nature of the marine environment i.e., the "seascape" (Selkoe et al., 2008, 2010).

Here, I discuss one of the limitations of marine phylogeography that has not attracted much attention in the literature but is of particular importance due to the contemporary issue of biological invasions. This is the inability of molecular data to effectively detect panmixia due to the dilution and subsequent erosion of phylogeographic barriers caused by multiple introductory events. Also proposed is a solution for dealing with this issue which includes a combination of the traditional genetic approaches coupled with high resolution biophysical models.

ALTERATION OF PHYLOGEOGRAPHIC PATTERNS DUE TO ANTHROPOGENIC TRANSPORT

The mass movement of alien fauna across marine biogeographic regions and the impacts associated is one of the greatest threats facing global biodiversity (Molnar et al., 2008). While the visible ecological impacts of these "introductory events" are often the major focus of invasion research, there lies a more inconspicuous threat: the potential for genetic homogenization (David and Loveday, 2018). Genetic homogeneity can reduce the genetic diversity of a species...
and in doing so decrease its evolutionary potential (Johnson, 2000). Phylogeographic barriers across a seascape therefore maintain a certain level of structure that allows for the diversification of a species (e.g., ecotypes) (Neigel and Avise, 1986; Irwin, 2002). So what happens if humans move individual organisms across a dispersal barrier? Minimal genetic exchange via anthropogenic transport across a strong barrier can usually be detected using variable genetic markers such as microsatellites and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) followed by the calculation of F-statistics (as a measure of population genetic differentiation) and assessing the degree of haplotype sharing (Darling et al., 2008; Reusch et al., 2010). However, as individuals are moved across barriers bi-directionally and consistently enough, the genetic patterns may begin to mimic a natural pattern of dispersal. At this point a convergence is reached where “phylogeographic signal” is lost and a genetic pattern consistent with panmixia (gene-flow without barriers) is observed (Figure 1). Yet in actuality, a barrier does exist and populations which should be genetically distinct have now begun the process of homogenization not because of natural movement but because of anthropogenic transport. Examples of anthropogenic transport mechanisms include rafting—where organisms can adhere to, and be transported with marine debris (Carlton and Fowler, 2018), aquaculture—which facilitates the movement of “hitchhikers” on farmed shellfish (Williams et al., 2016) and shipping—which includes the transportation of alien fauna in both ballast water and on the hulls of ships (Seebens et al., 2013). Based on this theoretical framework, unless natural movement can be disentangled from anthropogenic movement, a conclusion that proposes panmixia based on standard population genetic parameters is arguably an unfounded assumption. One has to wonder whether past studies that proposed panmixia as a result of natural processes, were really simply the result of human-mediated introductions over a long period of time that went undetected.

**UTILIZING 3-DIMENSIONAL BIOPHYSICAL MODELS AS A CONTROL FOR NATURAL DISPERsal**

For the last 20 years, researchers have slowly begun to incorporate biophysical modeling into marine phylogeographic studies (Levin, 2006). Biophysical modeling involves the use of Ocean General Circulation Models (OGCM), which express the dynamical processes that regulate ocean circulation and consist of both horizontal and vertical profiles. Examples of popular OGCMs used today include MICOM (Miami Isopycnic Coordinate Ocean Model) (Bleck and Chassignet, 1994), ROMS (Regional Ocean Modeling System) (Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2003), and HYCOM (HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model System) (Chassignet et al., 2007). These can then be coupled to a particle tracking model (usually Lagrangian based) where virtual drifters are seeded and released at specific
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**FIGURE 1** | Simplistic hypothetical scenario showing how consistent bi-directional anthropogenic movement of individuals across a dispersal barrier alters genetic patterns to mimic a panmictic seascape. Time step 1–natural dispersal without introductory events, Time step 2–natural dispersal coupled with unidirectional introductory events, Time step 3: natural dispersal coupled with bidirectional introductory events. Thin arrows represent natural movement of individuals, within each biogeographic region, in addition to leakage across a barrier, while thick black arrows represent anthropogenic transport. Fst (LEFT) is a standard population genetic parameter for measuring genetic differentiation between populations with 0 indicating low genetic structure (high levels of gene flow) and 1 indicating completely separate populations (low levels of gene flow). Hypothetical haplotype networks (RIGHT) shows the effects of introductory events on haplotype patterning from highly structured (time step 1) to panmixia (time step 3).
sites to simulate a dispersal event (Schiavina et al., 2014; David et al., 2016). Examples of such dispersal models include ARIANE (Blanke and Raynaud, 1997), the Connectivity Modeling System (CMS) which possess novel features such as the ability to code variability within individual particles (Paris et al., 2013), and LTRANS which can also incorporate larval behavior by altering particle speed and direction in response to the particle’s “age” (North et al., 2008). There is a number of comprehensive reviews in the literature that explore the mechanics of these models in detail (see (Lett et al., 2010) and references therein). Model outputs often include density maps, predicted trajectories and particle capture percentages, all of which can then be cross-referenced with connectivity patterns inferred from the genetic data. If both approaches reveal discordant patterns, then it is likely that an unforeseen variable is at play (David and Loveday, 2018). For example, previous dispersal studies on the jellyfish Aurelia aurita found that its wide geographic distribution and high level of gene-flow around the globe was driven solely by anthropogenic transport. This was inferred from the mixed haplotype network and low FST values obtained from the genetic component of the project and the discordant constrained trajectory pattern which showed that the species’ maximum dispersal distance (based on currents, circulation pattern, and the species’ ecological characteristics) is too short to allow for widespread connectivity (Dawson et al., 2005). Similarly, a more recent study found that the polychaete, Polydora hoplura showed high levels of gene-flow across multiple dispersal barriers on the southern African coast. This was not surprising at first considering that the species is a generalist, exhibits a broad thermotolerance and can produce long lived planktotrophic larvae. However, a coastal model that was developed to simulate P. hoplura’s dispersal found limited to no dispersal across a major barrier on the South African coast. Later studies eventually supported the model’s conclusion by showing that P. hoplura can hitchhike with oysters that are regularly transported across shellfish farms in South Africa (David et al., 2016; Williams et al., 2016). In both of these studies, the hydrodynamic models acted as a control by filtering out anthropogenic influence on the genetic pattern and only incorporating ocean circulation patterns and some of the ecological traits of the study species. Biophysical models therefore add a layer of oceanographic realism to connectivity studies, which are usually absent from traditional phylogeographic approaches.

While there are now a growing number of publications that are incorporating biophysical modeling into marine phylogeographic research and it shows promise for dealing with the “pseudo-panmictic” issue, there are few published protocols on best practices when using this integrated approach (but see (North et al., 2009)). For example, virtually all marine phylogeographic studies that incorporate hydrodynamic models simply use whatever existing models are available (grid resolution is often a secondary concern). In addition, many of these models do not accurately capture nearshore coastal processes that play an important role in dictating trajectory of individuals (David et al., 2016). Finally, while these models are often termed “biophysical” models, it is only in the last few years, that advances have been made to truly simulate biological entities within a fluid flow and many models are still particle based. Of course, none of these problems are insurmountable since most of them stem from the differences between the research goals of the marine biologist and the oceanographer. To remediate this problem, more meaningful collaborations between the two camps will be needed to develop more realistic larval transport simulations within OGCMs and a standard protocol needs to be developed which can be used across different study systems. Familiarizing marine biologists with numerical modeling early on in their career (e.g., in graduate school) may facilitate this because it can minimize the disciplinary “gap” that exist between workers in the two fields. Indeed, the motivation to develop pedagogical approaches to do this is not that far-fetched if one considers the popularity of Big Data analytics across the STEM landscape, along with the computational demands and programming skills needed to execute these massive ocean models.
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